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Introduction
Managers and coaches volunteer to help children learn and 
improve their baseball skills and have fun playing baseball.  Along 
with the knowledge and skills necessary to work with youth 
baseball players, managers and coaches need to know the basics of 
equipment use and field operations.  The purpose of this guide is to 
provide the basic information every manager and coach needs to 
know in order for their practices and games at Medlock Park to 
function smoothly.

Medlock is a DeKalb County park with Druid Hills Youth Sports 
(DHYS) having a use agreement to use the park for baseball.  Other 
than cutting the grass, DHYS volunteers are responsible for all field 
maintenance and preparation, and all baseball and field equipment 
is purchased, provided, and maintained by the league.  In order to 
provide a quality baseball experience and to make best use of the 
investment DHYS has made in equipment, it is essential for 
managers, coaches, and other volunteers to understand and 
practice the basic procedures DHYS has established for equipment
use and field operations.



Introduction, con’t

Managers and coaches are the front-line volunteers, working 

directly with our youth players, but recognize that running a 

successful baseball league requires the efforts of many people. 

There are no paid staff positions within DHYS – it is a 100% 

volunteer-run organization.  Failing to adhere to some simple 

procedures has resulted in persistent problems at the park:

• Lights left on have cost DHYS money and generated neighborhood complaints

• Parking problems and trash have generated neighborhood complaints 

• Sheds and equipment boxes left unsecured have resulted in theft of equipment 

and vandalism

• Carelessness has resulted in missing or damaged equipment, creating difficulties 

for other Managers and teams 

Managers should thoroughly understand these policies and 

procedures, but train and delegate – use your other parent 

volunteers.  Work together as a team to provide a great baseball

experience for our children.



Basic Equipment and Field 

Operations



Basic Equipment and Field Operations

• Equipment (Green) boxes

• Tarps

• L-screens and Soft-toss nets

• Lights and Scoreboard power

• Trash and Parking



Equipment (Green) Boxes

• Green equipment boxes are 
located in each dugout and 
contain a first aid kit, instant 
ice packs, and catcher’s gear.  
One of the boxes on each field 
should have the scoreboard 
controller and the string, peg, 
and mallet used for lining the 
foul lines for games.

• The boxes are secured with a 
padlock that can be unlocked 
with your DHYS issued key.  It 
is the manager’s responsibility 
to secure the contents and 
lock the boxes after practices 
and games.



Equipment (Green) Boxes

• When the box is open, it is 
recommended that the 
padlock be locked to the 
box or the fence to prevent 
its disappearance during 
the practice or game.

• Safety tip - when the lid is 
open,  be sure the lid 
support arms are fully 
straightened and locked so 
the lid doesn’t fall and 
cause an injury.

• Please try to clean the 
equipment as best as 
possible before putting back 
into the box.



Equipment (Green) Boxes

• Please do not use the equipment 
box as a lost-and-found –
personal equipment that is left 
behind should be taken to the 
appropriate DHYS lost-and-found 
location (clubhouse or the 
concession stand during games).

• Never leave the field with an 
unattended equipment box 
unlocked.  Even if another team is 
scheduled to use the field, if they 
have not arrived by the time you 
are leaving, please replace the 
equipment and lock the box.

• If equipment is in disrepair or if 
supplies (e.g. first aid supplies) 
need to be restocked, please 
notify your League Director 
immediately.



Tarps

• Two heavy-duty, perimeter-
weighted tarps have been 
provided for each field, one 
for home plate and one for 
the pitcher’s mound.  Given 
the field drainage problems at 
Medlock, proper use of these 
tarps can make the difference 
between the field being 
playable or a practice or game 
being cancelled.

• The first team to use the field 
for the day should LIFT and 
CARRY THE TARPS from the 
field and the tarps should 
always be replaced after the 
final game or practice.



Tarps

• Do not walk or play on the tarps.

• Tarps should be placed with the 
DHYS stencil facing up.

• Tarps should be CARRIED OFF 
THE FIELD (not dragged) and 
folded up against the fence out of 
the way of play.

• As with the equipment boxes, 
even if another team is scheduled 
to use the field, if they have not 
arrived by the time you are 
leaving, please replace the tarps 
on the field.

• For games, the Home team is 
responsible for removing the 
tarps and prepping the field, and 
the Guest/Visiting team is 
responsible for replacing the 
tarps after the game.



L-Screens and Soft-Toss Nets

The upper division fields have L-screens for pitcher protection during batting practice.  

After use, L-screens should be stored off the field, outside the fence. All fields have 

soft-toss nets.  Do not allow children to play on or in the netting material.  Do not 

remove screens or nets from their designated fields.  Always replace screens and nets 

after use.  Report missing or damaged equipment to your League Director.



Lights  and Scoreboard Power

• The proper usage of lights at 
Medlock Park is critical.  DHYS pays 
for the use of the lights, so if they are 
left on unnecessarily it is expensive 
and it generates complaints from the 
neighborhood.  On the other hand, 
it’s a disaster for unsuspecting teams 
if the lights to the wrong field are 
turned off by mistake during a game 
– it can take over 30 minutes to 
restart the lights!

• The light box for Field 6, 7, and 8 is 
located under the stairs to the 
clubhouse.  The box is secured with a 
padlock that can be unlocked with 
your DHYS-issued key. 

• The key to the lights is located inside 
the light box in a coded security box.

The code to the light key box is:  

Lights

Scoreboard

Fields 6 - 8



Lights  and Scoreboard Power

• Remove the light key and insert all the way 
into the lock for either lights or scoreboard 
for the appropriate field.  Turn clockwise to 
turn power on, counter-clockwise to turn 
power off.  The light and scoreboard locks 
for each field are clearly marked – DOUBLE 
CHECK THE FIELD NUMBER BEFORE YOU 
TURN OFF LIGHTS TO YOUR FIELD IF OTHER 
GAMES ARE IN PROGRESS!

• Always return the light key to the security 
box and relock it.

• DO NOT give the code to the light key 
security box to anyone who you do not know 
for sure is a DHYS Manager or Coach.  If you 
are unsure, unlock the box yourself and turn 
the lights on/off for them.

• Always lock the light box after each use – do 
not leave it unsecured during a practice or a 
game.

• For games, the Home team is responsible for 
turning on the lights and the Guest/Visiting 
team is responsible for turning the lights off.

Lights

Scoreboard



Lights  and Scoreboard Power
Field 1 and Fields 2-4

The light box for Fields 2-4 is located on 

the 1st base side of Field 4.  Look at the 

field labels carefully – they are not in 

sequential order.

The light box for Field 1 is located on the 

1st base side of Field 1. 



Trash and Parking
Medlock is a DeKalb County park, and the county is responsible for maintaining 

the park and emptying the trash cans.  However, DHYS is a very heavy user of the park and 

we need to be conscious of our impact on the park, particularly regarding traffic and trash. 

As a Manager or Coach you are not expected to be a garbage man or meter maid, but take 

a leadership role to ensure that DHYS is a good steward of the park and a good neighbor. 



Trash and Parking

• Encourage your team parents to use the 

“upper” parking lot off Scott Circle.

• Emphasize that people should not park on 

the grass.

• Do not allow your team to leave the 

field after a game or practice with trash in 

the dugout or around the field.

• Put a handful of large trash bags in your 

coaches bag to use when the green 

barrels are full.

Parking on the grass  Empty parking spaces  



Dugout Clean up

•Make certain all equipment, bottles and trash are removed from your dugout 

immediately following each game and practice.

•Any left behind and lost items should be put in the clubhouse Lost and Found.

•LOCK THE GREEN BOX and sweep dugout prior to leaving field.

A Clean Dugout A Not so Clean Dugout



Basic Field Preparation for 

Games



Basic Field Preparation for Games

• A well-maintained field leads to 
safer and more enjoyable games.  
There are fewer bad bounces and  
straight and accurate foul lines 
can even affect the outcome of 
the game.

• It is the responsibility of the 
Home team to prep the field 
before games.  The Manager has 
this responsibility, but before 
games is usually more concerned 
about getting the team ready to 
play.  The Manager should learn 
the basics, but this is a great task 
to delegate to an Assistant Coach 
or a couple of parents – recruit, 
train, and designate someone as 
the “Field Parent”.

Disclaimer: This photograph was not taken at Medlock Park



Basic Field Prep Equipment

• Rake

• Hand drag screen

• Field line marker

• Athletic field 

marking dust

• Batter’s box 

template

• Foul line string



Main Equipment Shed
Fields 4-8

Most field prep equipment can be found in one of the equipment sheds.  The main 

equipment shed is located behind the batting cages, and there are smaller sheds at 

Field 1 and between Fields 2 and 3.  The sheds are secured with padlocks that can be 

opened with your DHYS issued key.  The batter’s box templates are usually kept at the 

field, either hanging from hooks on the fence near one of the dugouts or on the roof 

of one of the dugouts.



Equipment Sheds
Field 1 and Fields 2-3

The sheds should NEVER be left open – even for the short time it takes to prep your 

field for a game.  Theft and vandalism have occurred when sheds have been left 

unsecured.



Basic Field Preparation for Games
(Responsibility of the Home Team)

1. Check the field for debris – rocks, sticks, trash, broken 
glass, dog waste, etc.

2. Remove the tarps (if necessary – see previous 
section)

3. Rake and/or drag the infield

4. Line the batter’s boxes, foul lines, and on-deck circles

5. Turn on the scoreboard power (see previous section) 
and the lights (if needed) 

6. Connect the scoreboard control board in the scoring 
tower and provide a scoreboard operator

7. Provide two game balls

8. Return equipment to the shed



Rake and Drag the Infield



Mark and Line Batter’s Boxes

• Lay the batters box template on 
the ground with the extensions 
lined up with the 2 corners of the 
plate and the longer end of the 
rectangle oriented farthest from 
the pitcher’s mound

• Step on the perimeter of the 
template, creating an impression 
of the batter’s box in the dirt

• Repeat on the other side of the 
plate

• Remove the template

• Outline the batter’s box on each 
side of the plate with a field line 
marker



Line the Foul Lines

• Extend the foul line string 
from the point of home 
plate towards the foul 
pole along the outside 
edge of the base.

• Chalk the line on the 
inside (field side) of the 
string.

• The foul line is in fair 
territory, so the outside 
edge of the chalk line 
must line up with the 
outside edge of the base 
(see photo on next page).



Line the Foul Lines

Like this …… Not like this!



Line the On-Deck Circles

• Chalk circles for the on-

deck batters

• Other field markings:

– Lower Division -

pitcher’s mound circle

– T-ball

• Hit/No Hit line at edge of 

grass in front of home 

plate

• Safety line for catcher

• Infield position marks



Connect the Scoreboard Controller

Scoreboard

Power



Return Equipment to the Shed

• Be considerate of other 

teams that will need to 

prep for their games by 

returning the 

equipment to the shed 

as soon as you have 

finished using it.

• Also, please return 

equipment to its proper 

location in the shed.



Prep the Field for Your Game in Less 

Than 10 Minutes

• Turn on scoreboard 
power and lights (if 
necessary)

• Get equipment from shed

• Remove tarps if necessary

• Rake home plate area

• Mark and line batter’s 
boxes

• Stake the string as a guide 
and chalk the two foul 
lines

• Chalk the on-deck circles

• Open up green box

• Connect scoreboard 
controller

• Check field for debris

• Remove tarps if necessary

• Drag home plate area

• Drag/rake 2 baselines

• Drag/rake infield

• Rake pitcher’s mound

• Return equipment to the 
shed

Volunteer #1 Volunteer #2



Play Ball!



Advanced Field Preparation and 

Maintenance



Advanced Field Preparation and 

Maintenance

• Equipment

• Base removal

• Batter’s box repair

• Pitcher’s mound repair

• Wet fields

• Dry fields

• Mechanized equipment

– Sand Pro

– Gator



Equipment

• Rake

• Hand drag screen

• Field line marker

• Athletic field marking 
dust

• Batter’s box template

• String, stake, and mallet

• Shovel

• Tamper

• Pick Axe

• Scuffing Hoe

• Broom

• Infield dirt

• Mound clay, Dry mix

• Gator

• Sand Pro



Base Removal

• Bases can be removed to remove dirt buildup under the bases 
and for more extensive field maintenance.

• Use the dig-out tool to remove dirt from the base anchor 
sleeve.

• Insert the base plug to prevent dirt from clogging the base 
anchor sleeve while raking the field, etc.

Base anchor sleeve

Base plug

Base plug



Home Plate

• Depressions are created where batters place their feet 
which need to be repaired to provide good footing.

• Break up the dirt in the batter’s box area around the 
depressions with a pick axe and add additional infield 
dirt.

• Tamp down to create a firm surface and rake.



Pitcher’s Mound

• To prevent injury, the pitcher’s mound must be kept 

in good repair.

• Clean the hole in front of the rubber of all loose dirt.



Pitcher’s Mound

• Fill the clean hole with Mound Clay (if mound is hard and dry, 
moisten with water to promote adherence).

• Tamp down to form a firm surface.

• Do the same for any holes created on the front slope of the 
mound by the lead/plant foot of the pitchers.



Wet Fields

• When the fields are 
wet, carry the tarps to 
the edge of the fence 
and dump water away 
from home plate and 
the pitcher’s mound.

• Use the back side of a 
rake or a broom to push 
standing water off of 
high traffic areas, e.g. 
home plate, on-deck 
circles, around bases.



Wet Fields

• Standing water can also 
be removed with the 
wet/dry vac, AKA “Mr. 
Thirsty” (located in the 
equipment shed).

• Do NOT pour Dry Mix on 
top of standing water.

• Cover wet, muddy areas 
with additional infield dirt 
and/or sand and rake.

• Raking the infield by hand 
or with the Sand Pro will 
increase air/soil contact 
and will speed drying.



Wet Fields – Proper Use of Dry Mix

• Spread a thin layer of Dry Mix by hand and rake it into 
the wet area.

• Do NOT pour large amounts of Dry Mix on the field – it 
will NOT absorb standing water.



Dry Fields

• Dust can be a significant 

problem on dry fields.

• After the field has been 

raked and prepped, use 

a garden hose to spray 

a thin layer of water on 

the infield to keep the 

dust down.



Use of Mechanized Equipment

• DHYS has purchased and 
maintains three pieces of 
mechanized equipment 
that can be used to 
facilitate field preparation 
and maintenance.
– 2 Sand Pros

– John Deere Gator

• In order to use the Sand 
Pro and/or Gator, 
Managers and Coaches 
must receive specific 
training from the DHYS 
Properties Board 
Members.



Please direct any questions or comments on this guide to:

Ken Crochet

Matt N Smith

properties@dhys.org

Ken – 404-226-0718

Matt – 404-667-8006

Last Updated: February 2012


